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A DAWSON CUSTOM PRODUCT:

A PREMIER AMERICAN METAL FABRICATOR SINCE 1946



Personal protective barriers are not designed to be used as 
a straight wall barrier.

PERSONAL
PROTECTIVE
BARRIERS
More than ever we need areas that keep our essential 
workers and their patients, students, and staff safe 
and protected!  For this to be possible, space division 
is critical.  Dawson offers a durable, stand-alone wall 
system that can easily be moved from one area to 
another. The 3-panel, folding style allows for easy 
placement and versatility. Because our barriers are 
made out of Plexiglas® and an aluminum frame, 
cleaning and sterilization is simple and fast.  Use your 
divider as a freestanding room partition, temporary 
wall, personal barrier and more.  Perfect for school, 
business, retail, restaurant and medical settings.

CUSTOM PRODUCT /

Discover the product features and technical specifications below to see 
if Dawson’s Personal Protective Barriers are the right fit for your area.

ANTIMICROBIAL BEST-IN-CLASS DESIGN HIGH QUALITY

The non-porous Plexiglas® and aluminum 
material have antimicrobial properties and 
are easy to clean and sterilize.

Strong, durable and corrosion-resistant 
materials provide structural integrity while 
protecting against all conditions.

Barriers are made with clear anodized 
extruded aluminum channel framing for a 
sturdy design.

KEY FEATURES
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A family-owned and operated business since 1946, Dawson Doors is the leading 
manufacturer of high quality architectural products offering balanced and standard swing 
doors and entrances. Our Custom and Designer series are manufactured from the highest 
quality stainless steel and bronze materials. We provide exquisite entrances to some of the 
most prestigious buildings around the country and throughout the world.

Finish**

Weight

Center Panel Length*

Frame Material

End Panel Length*

Glass Material 

2”

Powdercoated bronze

5’

231 lbs.

3’ 2”

11’ 4”

1/8” Plexiglas®

Aluminum

Total Extended Length*

Frame Thickness

*consult factory for alternatives
**choose any color powdercoat for orders <10

Scratch-resistant 
Plexiglas®

Locking end casters to 
keep unit in place

Use with wet/damp 
erase and liquid chalk 
markers

For indoor or outdoor use

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Proudly made in the USA with USA-sourced materials!


